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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER IIII

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of discussion on background of study, statement of

problems, purpose of study, scope and limitation, significance of the study, and

definition of the keys terms.

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground ofofofof StudyStudyStudyStudy

Sociolinguistics is the study of language in social contexts and the study of

social life through linguistic. It is about correlation between language and society, and

the way people use language in different social situations. Radford states that

sociolinguistics is the study of relationship between language use and the structure of

society (1999:16). It can be said that the study of sociolinguistics cannot be separated

from social interaction and language.

The society uses the language to communicate or make social interaction.

The use of language are affected by some factors, they are social background,

relationship between people, the context and manner of the interaction. With those

factors language variety makes the communication between societies is unique and

interesting. The language varieties are dialect, idiolect, style and bad language.

However, there is language variety that can be accepted and hard to accept by society

that is bad language.
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According to Anderson and Trudgill, bad language is all those things (sounds

words and phrases) that may be dangerous to use. That language contains explosive

items which should be handled with care (1990:4). Bad language used to insult

someone whom the speaker hates. Some people consider that bad language is the

language to express their emotion. Bad language can also be offensive and aggressive

when it is used in a formal situation. The words are inconvenient to listen and people

will not give a respect to the speakers of bad language.

Anderson stated that no word or phrase is in itself bad. It is bad only in the

eyes of those who evaluate and look at the language (1990:35). It means that every

language used by someone can be accepted as good or bad depend on the listener’s

point of view and the context used. Bad language can be amusing and friendly when

it is used to show solidarity and strengthen a group. Many bad languages can be

found in movie and music that people usually watches and listen freely. Therefore,

this study about bad language is interesting to be discussed

The previous research about bad language conducted by Mochamad Prisna

Aziz Pratama (2007) found the kind of bad languages used by the main characters in

Michael bay’s movie “Bad Boy 2”. Those are swearing, vulgar, taboo, and misuse.

Different from this study, the writer analyzed bad language found in stand-up comedy

dirty joke show. The comedy was chosen because Gilbert as the comedian often used

bad language in his joke. Therefore, the writer wants to know the kind and meaning

of bad languages are used by Gilbert.
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Schwarz states that stand-up comedy is the term for special genre of comedy

in which performer or stand-up comedian stands on the stage and speaks directly to

the audience (2010:17). In stand-up comedy the comedian usually recites a fast-paced

succession of humorous stories, short jokes. Some comic or comedians use props,

music or magic tricks to enhance their acts. Stand-up comedy is often performed in

comedy clubs, bars, colleges and theaters. Sometimes, the comic use bad language in

their performance to make audience laugh.

This study was analysis on bad language in stand-up comedy by Gilbert

Gottfried. The interesting side of stand-up comedy is using logical thinking. Gilbert is

an American voice actor and stand-up comedian best known for his trademark

comedic personal of speaking in a loud. The researcher chooses Gilbert Gottfried

because of his character and experience in entertainment. He began doing amateur

stand-up in New York 1980 and he was present more than eighty performances on

television. Beside of his performance he also has a three video of his stand-up

comedy and one of the titles is dirty joke show. In dirty joke show, Gilbert used bad

language to make a joke. Materials of the comedy usually contain of taboo and some

words that disgusting to listen. The analysis will be concerned on description about

the existence of bad language in stand-up comedy dirty joke show. By many bad

languages that appear in stand-up comedy, it means bad language is not always bad

and it can make people laugh.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jokes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatrical_property
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_trick
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy_club
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1.21.21.21.2 StatementStatementStatementStatement ofofofof ProblemProblemProblemProblem

Based on the background of the study above, the problems are stated as

follows:

1. What kinds of bad language are used by Gilbert Gottfried in stand-up comedy

dirty joke show?

2. What are the meanings of bad language used by Gilbert Gottfried in stand -up

comedy dirty joke show?

1.31.31.31.3 PurposePurposePurposePurpose ofofofof thethethethe studystudystudystudy

The purpose of the study should be stated clearly from the beginning as the

principle guidance. They are formulated as follows:

1. To describe kind of bad language used by Gilbert Gottfried in stand-up comedy

dirty joke show.

2. To analyze the meaning of those bad languages used by Gilbert Gottfried in

stand-up comedy dirty joke show.
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1.1.1.1.4444 SignificanceSignificanceSignificanceSignificance ofofofof thethethethe StudyStudyStudyStudy

The result of this study has both theoretical and practical values.

Theoretically, the writer expects that the result of this study can give some

contribution for the readers to develop knowledge about bad language. Practically,

this is important for the students who study about the linguistics especially bad

language. That study can be used also as a scientific analysis reference for the

teachers who want to give the knowledge to their students about bad language from

another culture, help further researchers to develop their research about bad language.

1.51.51.51.5 ScopeScopeScopeScope andandandand LimitationLimitationLimitationLimitation

This study focused on investigating the existing of bad language in stand-up

comedy used by Gilbert Gottfried. The limitation of this study is bad language used in

Gilbert Gottfried video’s dirty joke show.

1.61.61.61.6 DefinitionDefinitionDefinitionDefinition ofofofof thethethethe KeysKeysKeysKeys TermsTermsTermsTerms

There are several key terms used in this study that must be clarified in this

chance in order to avoid misunderstanding the writer defines the key terms as follows:

Sociolinguistic:Sociolinguistic:Sociolinguistic:Sociolinguistic: the study of relationship between language use and the structure of

society Radford (1999:14).

BadBadBadBad language:language:language:language: is all those things (sounds words and phrases) that may be dangerous

to use. That language contains explosive items which should be handled with care

Anderson and Trudgill (1990:4).
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Stand-upStand-upStand-upStand-up comedycomedycomedycomedy: the term for special genre of comedy in which performer or stand-

up comedian stands on the stage and speaks directly to the audience Schwarz

(2010:17).


